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Abstract
Service providers often cooperate to offer advanced services to their
customers. This cooperation often involves process synchronization and data
sharing. The specific service requirements and inherent heterogeneity of
provider infrastructures, make cooperation setup and enactment hard. Current
approaches therefore either manually configure and implement the service
setup and often apply standard techniques that do not fit heterogeneity of
providers in general or cannot satisfy the customized cooperation
requirements needed.
Therefore, we propose ASSURE, an approach that enables automatic service
setup and reliable enactment for customized cooperation requirements. We
identify requirements with respect to reliability, autonomy, heterogeneity and
distribution. We propose an architecture that consists of four layers as an
extension of existing infrastructure: contracting layer, composition layer,
coordination layer and execution layer. The architecture supports automatic
cooperative service setup and enactment, and provides functionality for
transactional correctness guarantees. The architecture supports peer-to-peer
implementation such that it can be used locally and supports flexible degrees
of automation.

Keywords: architecture, cooperation, e-services, dynamic outsourcing,
transaction management
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1 Introduction
Service providers often offer services that require expertise and resources beyond their own
capability. To implement these services, service providers outsource part of the service to other
service providers. These can perform that part more efficiently and/or with higher quality. Examples
include Internet shops that outsource the logistics operations [DDDE00], or insurance companies that
outsource claim assessment to experts [BK99]. Cooperation between providers however can require
considerable effort to set up and implement. It is therefore beneficial to automate this.

However, issues such as autonomy, heterogeneity and distribution make automation of cooperation
difficult. Providers want to preserve autonomy and control their own design and execution of their
service and the information they communicate to other parties. Heterogeneity problems exist between
providers, because they potentially use different technology, concepts and/or standards. Also, the
inherent distribution of execution presents problems with respect to data sharing and service
coordination. Other problems include security and availability issues.

Current approaches that address these problems are often loosely coupled, e.g. message based
solutions like EDI. This approach makes it rather easy to setup service cooperation and
implementation may not be expensive. However, message based solutions often lack correctness
guarantees. For example, support for data sharing is often limited by the optimistic assumption that
the other party only needs a snapshot of the current database state. However, if the provider requires
consistent data, its correct execution may be jeopardized if updates are not forwarded to this provider.
For example, a change of a customer’s delivery address must be forwarded to a provider to ensure
delivery at the correct address. If the provider receives the address only at the start of service
invocation, delivery will be done at the wrong address. Also, a consistency problem may arise if
service outsourcing is synchronized only at service invocation time. For example, if a customer
cancels its order after the provider has outsourced the delivery, the delivery may complete which
would be inconsistent with the cancellation of the order. This is often undesirable.

To preserve correctness, cooperation may also be hard coded, i.e. for each partner specific
infrastructure is built to support the cooperation. Systems and business processes are then tailored to a
particular business partner. This is often the case for departments within companies, where systems
have specific interfaces and functions for cooperation between departments. However, hard coded
solutions take a long time to implement and are hard to change when requirements change. Therefore,
service setup time is very long. This approach is therefore inflexible and forms a considerable
threshold to start cooperation with other partners.

In our research, we focus on the efficiency of cooperation setup and the correctness of service
execution. Automatic cooperation setup facilitates service providers to quickly change business
partners when desired. Correctness of execution allows service providers to outsource more of the
work without loosing quality.
To improve efficiency of service setup, we will develop a mechanism to automate the service setup.
Correctness of service execution is interpreted as behavior according to service specification. We
view a service specification as a process definition with transactional properties. Our approach is
related to transactional workflows, but an important difference is that we separate specification of
correctness of a service from its implementation. We describe the service correctness requirements in
a contract and leave the implementation to the service provider. This is contrary to most approaches,
that specify the service according to its implementation, e.g. [DKMS+97] , [SAS99], [VDGK00]. In
our solution, we consider autonomy, heterogeneity and distribution of services. We leave security and
availability out of scope, but allow future extensions in this direction. The emphasis of our research is
therefore on Automatic Service SetUp and Reliable Enactment and call our approach ASSURE.

In this report we propose an architecture for ASSURE to support automatic cooperation set up
between service providers and to guarantee correct execution over different service providers.
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Correctness of cooperation is specified in electronic contracts and coordination of the cooperation is
according to this specification and fits the infrastructure of both parties.

We define the architecture in two steps. First, we describe a list of requirements. Secondly, based on
these requirements, an architecture is proposed that meets these requirements.

The structure of this report is the following. The first section gives an overview of our application
domain. Then in section 3 we derive the requirements needed for the architecture. In section 4 we
describe and motivate our architecture and in section 5 we relate our approach to existing approaches.
Finally, section 6 describes conclusions and future work.

At the end of this report, Appendix 8 summarizes how the requirements of section 3 are realized in the
presented architecture. Appendix 9 provides a more elaborate discussion of related work than section
5.
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2 Application context
In this section we outline the context in which we define our architecture. Within this context, we
denote the aspects considered for our architecture and the aspects that are related, but out of scope.

We define aserviceas a set ofactivitiesthat are related by a set ofconstraintsrelated to control flow
and data flow dependencies. We define a service in an implementation independent way. This is
contrary to the widely adopted imperative way such as workflow definition languages specify (e.g.
FDL, UML activity diagrams). This allows us to describe the correctness of a service independent of
the implementation and facilitates the merging of multiple services, necessary for service setup. This
way we extend the possibilities for cooperation considerably, because we can fit the implementation
of the service onto the available infrastructure. For execution, the declarative service specification will
be interpreted and coordination scripts are generated to ensure the specified properties. Workflow
management and transaction management techniques are applied to ensure the correctness properties.

A service is requested by aservice consumerand performed by aservice provider. A service provider
can execute a service by itsprocessing entities. If a service consumer has requested multiple services,
it may coordinatethese services, possibly over different service providers. A provider is autonomous
and it can decide what services it executes and how these services are executed.

2.1 Service setup
A service provider can offer services to service consumers beyond the capabilities of the provider
itself. The parts that it cannot execute itself are outsourced to other service providers. Thus, a service
provider can simultaneously act as a service consumer. This way, a complex service is recursively
decomposed into smaller services that can be executed eventually by a single party. We will refer to a
service consumer and service provider as aservice enactorif the role is irrelevant.

To ensure that an offered service can be provided, the provider searches for other providers that can
perform the missing part of the service. This search is performed through the set of other providers it
is aware of. This acquaintance relationship between service enactors implies atrade network.

A cooperation agreement is settled in aservice contractsuch that a provider can ensure that its
missing service functionality can always be performed by some other provider. This contract is stored
at both sides, such that the consumer knows what services can be outsourced, and the provider knows
what service requests to expect. The contract therefore implies that the provider must maintain
sufficient infrastructure to guarantee the fulfillment of the service described in the contract during the
lifetime of the contract. This restricts the autonomy of the provider to the extent the service is
described in the contract.
The contract relation between a service consumer and service provider forms acontract network,a
collection of bilateral relationships between service consumers and enactors, referred to as standard
one-to-one contracting in [AG02]. Multi-party contracting is realized through multiple bilateral
contracts, because this provides service consumers with most flexibility to choose from service
providers and provides distribution transparency to service providers.

The service specification in the contract is used for implementation. At the time a service provider
receives a request for a service, it will construct the requested service by means of the established
contract relations. This is called theservice network. The service network may be different for each
service invocation. During execution some services may not be used, due to run-time decisions.
Therefore, theexecution networkis a subset of the service network.
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Figure 1 : Example contracting network

Figure 1 shows an example contract network and represents a virtual enterprise with an outlet
company that sells products made by a factory company and delivered by a logistics company. Each
company consists of multiple departments, each with a single service enactor. A service enactor may
have service contracts with service providers to fulfill complex service requests. For example, the
sales department can take orders, but has no resources to do the actual product delivery and billing.
Therefore it established three contracts with service providers:

1. a contract with the warehouse of the logistics company to deliver the product,
2. a contract with the mail department of the logistics company to send a welcome letter,
3. a contract with the billing department to arrange the payment.

In turn, the warehouse is able to offer a delivery service to the sales department, because it has a
contract with the mail and parcel departments to deliver a letter with the product’s licensing
information and the product itself. In addition, it has a contract with the production department of the
factory to replenish stock and a contract with the technical department to configure products to the
needs of the customer.

In general, a service consumer A can have multiple contracts with a service provider B. Also, enactor
A can contract a service of provider B and B can contract a service of A simultaneously. It is also
possible that alternative contracts are established for the same service. For example, billing has three
alternative contracts with different departments to send an invoice to a customer. The contract of the
service mail_invoice between the billing and mail departments is used for the regular invoice
procedure. However, in case the customer does not respond, billing takes over the invoicing procedure
and resends a specific letter to the customer using thesend_lettercontract. If the customer still does
not respond, the invoice is sent with delivery confirmation using the contract with service
send_confirmed_letter.

2.2 Service enactment
A service consists of activities that must be executed according to process and data access constraints.
For example, if a product is delivered, it should also be paid (process constraint). Another example is
that the delivery address of the product can only be changed if the product has not left the warehouse
(data constraint). Note that these constraints are related to control flow and data flow dependencies,
but the constraints are implementation independent as opposed to the control flow and data flow
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dependencies. For example, the process constraint described above allows different orders of
execution, e.g. first deliver the product and then arrange payment (optimistic approach) or first wait
for payment and then deliver the product (pessimistic approach). Similarly, for the data constraint
specified, the delivery address object could be locked during execution, or a local copy could be used
to preserve the original delivery address. Both implementations ensure that the delivery address is not
changed during execution. Note that the data constraints are different from integrity constraints
defined on database objects. Data constraints define access limitations of different activities during
execution. Integrity constraints however, would be defined for data objects, unrelated to activities or
services.

The constraints should be preserved even if parts of the services are outsourced to other parties.
Therefore we need to coordinate the execution of services over service providers.

Clearly, the need for coordination conflicts with autonomy of service providers. Therefore, service
providers need to specify explicitly to what extent they are willing to sacrifice their autonomy. Then
the consumer can determine whether the offered coordination interfaces are sufficient to ensure
reliable service provisioning and therefore can decide whether it will cooperate with the provider.
Through this mechanism, autonomy of the provider is preserved, because the provider can decide
what interfaces to expose. Ultimately, a provider could decide not to expose any interface except a
start operation. However, this would discourage cooperation and consumers may avoid such providers
if coordination is required. Therefore the market mechanism will eventually determine the degree of
autonomy sacrificed by the provider.

After a provider has published a service, the service consumer can determine from the service
description whether the provider offers sufficient interfaces to ensure the dependencies required for
reliable service execution. If the interfaces are not sufficient, the service offer is rejected. According
to this mechanism, the consumer first searches for services that semantically match the need. Then, if
such service is found, the technological realizability is investigated.
If the interfaces offered by the provider service are sufficient, the consumer generates a coordination
plan that is used during execution. Such coordination plan can be based on simple synchronization of
activities, but also on established protocols. For example, in case transactional properties need to be
preserved, common atomicity or locking protocols may be applied here.

If a consumer submits work to several providers to realize a service, execution guarantees must be
met over a combination of providers. Because each provider possibly offers a different set of
interfaces, it is then important to consider these different sets of interfaces together for determining
reliable service execution. It may turn out that somecombinationsof providers do not offer sufficient
interfaces. Therefore, a consumer must always ensure that at least for onesetof providers reliable
execution can be guaranteed, i.e. the interfaces of at least one set of providers must becompatible.
Therefore we need a mechanism that can verify the enforceability of cooperation dependencies for a
set of heterogeneous interfaces. In addition, a corresponding coordination plan should be generated
accordingly.

We further assume that multiple service enactors may use heterogeneous technology. These
differences can be overcome by using a conceptual framework that eventually can be mapped to
existing technology.
We also include the differences in functionality of the different processing entities. For example,
some commercial database systems provide different isolation level statements or locking commands.
Other systems such as legacy systems may only provide a call-return interface. We develop a model
that can specify these differences in interfaces and thus are able to integrate heterogeneous systems in
our approach.
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3 Requirements
In addition to the description above, we define requirements that we translate into a supporting
architecture. The first requirement we consider isreliability of service provisioning. Reliability
becomes increasingly important when more parties get involved in the provisioning of a single
service. We emphasize the correctness of service execution in our approach and will define explicit
requirements for this. We consider correctness from a transaction management point of view. We also
define availability requirements as part of the reliability requirements, because more parties may
increase the chance of failure in the service provisioning chain.
We believe that the system should be an extension of existing infrastructure to be practically
applicable. This means, that the architecture should be flexible enough to handleautonomyand
heterogeneityof the service enactors. Autonomy is relevant because service enactors may be reluctant
to provide full access to all of its functionality. The reasons for this could for example be technical
(e.g. hard to implement), related to privacy (e.g. restricted access to resources) or quality control (e.g.
controlling the resource consumption).Heterogeneity requirements are included for different
technologyof the enacting systems (e.g. different data formats and products) and heterogeneity of
functionalityof the enacting systems (e.g. different configurations and handles).
In addition, we includedistribution requirements to make the approach local. We believe that local
applicability is a prerequisite to make the approach a success in practice.

Thus we define requirements with respect to:
• reliability,
• autonomy,
• heterogeneity,
• distribution.

All requirements are specified for both the service setup and service enactment.

3.1 Reliability

3.1.1 Service setup
Reliability of service setup means, that the service setup ensures an implementation according to the
service request and ensures that the setup procedure is finite.

• ensured implementation– If a provider offers a service to a consumer, the provider must
ensure that it has an implementation of the service available at the time the service is invoked.

3.1.2 Service enactment
Reliability of service execution means that there is a mechanism that can ensure that the required
service properties are preserved during execution.

• correctness of execution– A service should always be executed according to service
specification, even in the presence of failures and concurrency. A service provider is
responsible for execution according to the specification in the contract.

• correctness responsibility- In case a service provider outsources part of the service to other
providers, it still remains responsible for the overall execution. If there are constraints
between the outsourced services, the provider is responsible for the correct coordination of
these services.

• finite execution– A service should eventually terminate in a valid end-state. A valid-end state
is defined by the service specification. To ensure the end-to-end termination of an outsourced
service, we consider each service enactor responsible for the termination of its service in such
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an end-state. Note that this is not sufficient for termination of the service as a whole, because
outsourcing itself may not be finite. For example, if a provider A outsources a service
completely to B and B again outsources the same service completely to A. Therefore we
include the additional requirement:

• finite outsourcing– Each service instance can only be outsourced a finite number of times.

3.2 Autonomy
Service providers are entities that are under separate and independent control and therefore we call
them autonomous. Autonomy gives service providers the ability to decide how to cooperate with
service consumers. However, there is a trade-off between autonomy and cooperation, because
cooperation requires some agreement on design, execution and communication. The more
cooperativeness is required, the more autonomy has to be sacrificed. Therefore, the trade-off between
may differ for each service consumer provider pair and also for each cooperation on a specific service.
So for each service the degree of autonomy is constrained by a contract.

For our requirements, we distinguish design autonomy, execution autonomy, communication
autonomy and association autonomy according to the accepted autonomy aspects used in federated
database systems [SL90]. We project the definitions onto our application domain. After the definition,
we formulate our requirements, which specify to what extent autonomy is constrained by contracts.

We definedesign autonomyas the ability of a service provider to choose its own design with respect
to any matter, including the data and processes being managed, the representation and the naming of
the data and process elements, the conceptualization or semantic interpretation of the data and
processes, constraints, functionality of the system and implementation.

Execution autonomyas the ability of a service provider to execute activities without interference from
other service enactors and to decide how to execute these activities.

Communication autonomyis defined as the ability of a service provider to decide whether to
communicate with other service enactors. A service enactor is able to decide when and how it
responds to a request from a service enactor.

We defineassociation autonomyas the ability of a service provider to decide whether and how much
to share its functionality and resources with others.

Given these definitions, we formulate our requirements. The main idea behind the requirements is that
the contract constrains the autonomy of service providers to the extent that is agreed upon. Service
providers behave autonomously with respect to all matters that are not specified in the contract.
This means that autonomy is determined at service setup time and that during service enactment, the
service provider must obey the agreements in the contract. The provider has some implementation
freedom at service enactment time since the contract does not specify the implementation.

3.2.1 Service setup
• design autonomy– It is important here to distinguish the service specification in a contract

and the internal service implementation. At service specification level, we require that each
service provider should be able to design any service independently of other service enactors.
In this respect, every service provider has full design autonomy. However, once the service
specification is settled in a contract, the service provider cannot change the specification
during the lifetime of the contract. The implementation of a service can still be changed
during the contract lifetime however, as long as the implementation behaves according to the
service specification in any settled contract. Therefore the contract constrains the design
autonomy at the implementation level.
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• association autonomy– In our approach each service consumer must be able to decide to
cooperate with a service provider, independent of its relations with other service providers,
i.e. no service provider or consumer may restrict contracting than the service provider to be
contracted. The degree of cooperation is based on mutual agreement.

• autonomy control- The agreement on design, execution and communication autonomy is
settled in a contract. This may inhibit a service provider to change its infrastructure, e.g. when
it want to use new products. Therefore there is a need by a service provider to (re-)gain full
autonomy eventually. To ensure that a party can regain full autonomy, each contract should
eventually expire.

3.2.2 Service enactment
• execution autonomy– A service provider should be free to choose any implementation to

realize the service specification in the contract. This means, that the service provider may
consider alternative implementations and execution plans at run-time, as long as they conform
to the service specification. This also implies that multiple providers can be used with similar
services. In addition, we allow service providers to agree with consumers on influencing
service execution. Such influence on service execution may be necessary to implement
cooperation constraints over one or possibly multiple provider services.

• communication autonomy– A service consumer may need status information about the
progress of the service at the service provider. One reason may be to inform its customer, or,
the status information may be required to coordinate the execution of a complex service over
multiple service providers. Therefore the service contract should specify what service events
the service provider must communicate to the service consumer. A service provider is free to
keep to itself other information that is not included in the contract.

3.3 Heterogeneity
We assume for each service provider an existing infrastructure that is able to provide basic services.
Our approach is an extension on top of this infrastructure that allows for service setup and execution
over multiple parties. This implies that the approach should be able to connect to existing
infrastructure. We distinguish heterogeneity into two aspects: (1) technology, standards and concepts,
and (2) functionality. The first aspect is about the static implementation aspects of the infrastructure.
These are fixed and are therefore inherent to the service provider. The second aspect is about
functionality the infrastructure offers in terms of interfaces to coordinate the execution. This can vary
according to the extent autonomy is sacrificed to accommodate for sufficient cooperation
functionality. In both cases the consumer must be able to cope with heterogeneous aspects. Hence, we
distinguish two requirements.

3.3.1 Service setup
• technological heterogeneity– A service enactor should be able to connect to existing

infrastructure that provides elementary services. We assume this infrastructure to comply with
major technology standards and products.

3.3.2 Service enactment
• functional heterogeneity– A consumer should be able to coordinate providers with different

interfaces offered. Depending on the interfaces, different protocols may have to be applied.

3.4 Distribution
A contracting network can involve many service enactors and can grow as more enactors join, so
scaleability is an important property. Therefore, we require dependencies between service enactors to
be local, e.g. only between contracted service enactors. So, a service consumer should view the
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contracting network as a set of contracted providers, even though each of these providers may again
outsource part of their services to other providers. This implies that the location of activities and
objects specified in the contract should be transparent to the consumer, even if these activities are
outsourced or these objects reside at other providers. We call this requirement distribution
transparency, similar to the concept in distributed databases [OV99]. Distribution transparency is
defined for service setup and service enactment.

3.4.1 Service setup
• distributed setup transparency– A service consumer should be unaware how services are

implemented by its contracted service providers and thus how services may be further
distributed by the provider.

3.4.2 Service enactment
• distributed enactment transparency– A service consumer only has to coordinate its direct

contracted service providers to execute the service. The service consumer should be unaware
how activities are implemented at providers and where providers’ data objects are located.

3.5 Summary
We have defined requirements for automated service setup and enactment. We identify reliability,
autonomy, heterogeneity and distribution requirements.

The reliability requirements state that each provider is individually responsible for execution
according to contract of its published service. Also, service setup and enactment should be finite. To
ensure that a service can be executed, each provider is obliged to ensure that a requested contracted
service can always be executed.

The autonomy requirements state that each provider should be able to specify a service independently
of other service enactors. Also, a service provider is free to execute a service, only constrained by the
contract specification. This means that a provider can also choose independently what sub-services to
outsource and to who. Further, each provider is free to specify in the contract what internal states are
communicated to its service consumer.

The heterogeneity requirements state that the approach should be able to handle technologically and
functionally heterogeneous implementations of services offered by service providers.

In addition, we require the approach to belocal and hence require distribution transparency outside
the scope of a service consumer and its direct service providers.
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4 Architecture
In this section, we develop an architecture that supports the requirements defined in the previous
paragraph. As a basis for our architecture we consider the following architectural requirements:

• local – An important requirement for practical applicability is to “think globally and start
locally”. This means, that the architecture should be suitable for small configurations, e.g. one
consumer and two providers. And that it can be extended incrementally by adding one service
enactor at a time. A local architecture should scale with the number of service enactors, to be
able to be applicable in markets with many service providers.

• levels of automation– The architecture should allow for multiple levels of automation. For
some application domains, the services offers and implementations may be rather static, so
manual service contracting would be sufficient. If service offers and implementations
however change frequently, contracting should be fully automated. These different
requirements for automation of contracting are also recognized in [GA02] for just-in-time
contracting, micro-contracting, precision contracting and enactment contracting.

• modular role support- Another dimension of flexibility is the role a service enactor can play
as either service consumer, provider or both. In addition, some service enactors may not have
any execution facilities whatsoever. Even though the goal of our research is to fully automate
service setup and enactment, we want a flexible architecture that we can automate step-by-
step.

Based on these requirements, we decide the following for the architecture:
• fully distributed– One of the requirements is to support the autonomy of service enactors. In

addition, we have the architectural requirementlocal. Therefore, we decide not to include a
central component, such that each service enactor can operate independently. Each service
consumer may use a service directory similar to the yellow pages to find the appropriate
service providers.

• layered– The architecture should be extensible to allow multiple levels of automation. In
addition, the architecture should build on top of existing infrastructure. Also, there is a certain
order of processing in the system according to the life-cycle of a service: service setup and
service enactment. This leads us to apply a layered model according to [Shaw98]. Through
this layered approach, we can choose per service enactor what part of the service life-cycle
should be supported by the system.

• columned– A service enactor can play the role of service consumer, service provider or both.
Hence, the architecture should be designed such that these roles need only the necessary
functionality. Therefore, we decide to divide the layers into two columns: one for the service
provider and one for the service consumer role.

The principlesfully distributed, layeredandcolumnedare used below to define the architecture. The
fully distributedprinciple implies that we only describe the architecture of a single service enactor.
Such service enactor is then divided into layers and columns in the next sections.

4.1 Layers
The layers are motivated by different application domains in practical settings. We categorize the
application domains by the length of period that a consumer wants a certain service and a provider
offers and implements a service. For the discussion we take the viewpoint of service enactor X as
drawn in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Service provisioning viewpoint

For example, in the back-office, the set of services offered are rather stable and have a long lifetime.
Applications that implement the primary process of a company use these core services over a long
time. Because these services support the basic functions of a company, we call themfundamental
services. At the other side of the spectrum,customizedservices are offered. These services are tailored
to a specific customer and the service provisioning lifetime is therefore short. The required
functionality to implement this service is not likely to be present through existing contracts and
therefore for the duration of the customized service, service contracts are established with new service
providers. Hence, the service consumption lifetime is also short. In addition, we distinguishvolatile
services, where the same service is offered to customers for a long period, but suppliers may quickly
change. Examples can be found in retail where many product substitutes exist and quickly change,
e.g. supermarkets or electronics stores. The last category includes standard services that are consumed
incidentally, like maintenance, repair services or standard product delivery. Here the consumer
chooses a provider when necessary without long duration contracts. The categories are depicted in the
table below.

Table 1 : Service categories

Service consumption lifetime
\

Service provisioning lifetime

Long Short

Short Volatile services Customized services
Long Fundamental services Standard services

For services with a short consumption lifetime, finding appropriate services and establishing service
contracts is expensive in relation to the service lifetime. This is calledτ-contracting in [GA02a].
Therefore, we would like to automate service contracting for customized and traditional services. For
services with a short provisioning lifetime, it is relatively expensive to compose an implementation of
the service. Therefore, for the volatile and customized services we would like to automate the service
composition.

Because we would like to automate the service contracting and composition for certain types of
services, we introduce a service contracting and service composition layer in our architecture. The
contracting layer establishes contracts between service consumers and service providers according to
the required service semantics. Therefore, we denote this contracting as the semantic service setup.
The process of contracting results in a contracting network. The service composition layer prepares
the implementation of the required service and constructs the mechanisms needed for the service
execution. The composition is purely syntactic.

In addition to the contracting and composition layer, we need functionality for service enactment.
Service enactment consists of coordination between service consumers and providers and the
execution of service tasks by the provider. In case a provider is a broker, it does not execute any
service task by itself. In that case no execution functionality is present. Therefore, we introduce two
layers for service enactment: a compulsory coordination layer and an optional execution layer.
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Summarizing, we introduce the following layers:

• contracting layer – responsible for establishing contracting relations between a service
consumer and service provider based on service semantics,

• composition layer – responsible for syntactically composing contracted services,
• coordination layer – responsible for reliable service execution over multiple providers,
• execution layer – responsible for service execution within a provider.

This layered architecture is depicted in Figure 3.

Contracting layer

Composition layer

Service Enactor

Coordination layer

service enactment

service setup

semantics

syntactics

coordination

execution Execution layer

Figure 3 : Four layers of the high level architecture

The figure represents a service enactor that communicates with other service enactors via the
contracting layer and via the coordination layer. The contracting layers of two service enactors
interact to establish a mutually agreed contract. The composition layers do not interact, because the
composition is solely based on service contracts established at the contracting layer. The coordination
layers interact to coordinate the execution over multiple providers. The execution layer is only present
at a service provider, because service consumers do not execute services themselves.

Table 2 shows how the layers are configured for the different types of services. We have excluded the
configurations where the coordination layer is not automated, because this would inhibit automatic
cooperation at all. The execution layer may or may not be present, depending whether the service
enactor provides services by itself, or only acts as service broker. For reasons of readability, we have
omitted the execution layer from the table. For each of the architectural configurations we introduce a
corresponding system type.
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Table 2 : Categorization of practical configurations with different levels of automation

Service Category System Configuration

Service category Service
consumption

lifetime

Service
provisioning

lifetime

Contracting Composition System type

Fundamental
services

long long no no closed
federated
systems

Standard
services

short long yes no open
federated
systems

Volatile services long short no yes adaptive
federated
systems

Customized
services

short short yes yes dynamic
federated
systems

The first two configurations have no composition layer and therefore, the coordination layer is static.
Static coordination layers are applicable only in stable environments where functionality of the
systems rarely changes. Consequently, the services on offer have a long lifetime.
The last two configurations have a composition layer and are therefore suited for application in
dynamic environments where service implementations often change. Contracts with service providers
have a much shorter lifetime here. The configuration in the most dynamic environment includes the
contracting layer, to be able to also establish contracts themselves in an automated fashion.

4.2 Roles
Next we apply columned design to our architecture according to the two roles of service provider and
service consumer. This way, functionality for each role only has to be implemented if a service
enactor plays the specific role.

The execution layer is available for the role of service provider, because a provider performs services.
A service consumer does not execute a service, but only coordinates outsourced services. Therefore,
the consumer has no execution layer. This difference in role also appears at the coordination layer.
Here the provider role receives coordination primitives from another service consumer. These
primitives are either redirected to the execution layer, if the service is (partly) implemented here. In
case the service is (partly) outsourced, the primitives are forwarded to the consumer role of the
coordination layer. This redirection of primitives is performed in themappingmodule. The consumer
role of the coordination layer consists of a coordination mechanism that interprets the primitives and
distributes them to other service providers. This is thecoordinationmodule.
According to this mapping and coordination division, the composition layer generates these
mechanisms for each of the roles. The modulemapping compositionmodule generates the mechanism
in the mappingmodule and thecoordination compositionmodule generates the mechanism in the
coordinationmodule.
At the contracting layer, the provider role offers contracts that it can fulfill and the consumer role
requests services it wants. This is performed by thecontract publicationand contract subscription
modules respectively. If a consumer requests a service that matches directly with a single offered
service of a provider, the coordination is very simple, e.g. call and return. This is the case if a
consumer requests standard services.
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The layered and columned architecture is given in Figure 4 for a service enactor with consumer and a
service provider.

Contract Publication

Mapping Comp.

Execution

Contract Subscription

Coordination Comp.

Provider role Consumer role

Mapping Coordination

Figure 4 : Modular architecture for a service enactor with provider and consumer roles

In the next paragraphs we specify the modules in more detail. We refine the modules into functions
and data stores.

4.3 Contracting layer
The contracting layer is responsible for establishing new contracts for services between a service
consumer and service provider. A contract contains the service specification and a description of the
consumer and provider that have agreed on the service. The service specification consists of a set of
activities, objects and constraints, and an interface specification for influencing the execution of the
service. We refer to [KGV00] and [AG01] for a detailed discussion of contract specifications.

The provider role of the contracting layer publishes services to consumers that it is able to implement.
The implementation can either be fully supported by the execution layer of the service provider, or the
service may be implemented by means of services of other service providers. In the latter case, the
service consumer role of the contracting layer will establish contracts with these providers to ensure
that these services also remain available. What provider services are used to implement a contracted
service depends on the semantics and syntactics of these services. With service semantics we mean
the gross effect of a service, abstracting from the implementation. For example, if a parcel delivery
service is required, this can be realized on foot or by car. The gross effect is equivalent, even though
the implementation is different. Syntactic matching of services considers the structure of the service
and is important to decide whether services can cooperate during their execution, i.e. whether they
have sufficient structure to synchronize work. The contracting layer deals with the semantics of
services, whereas the composition layer handles the syntactics of services.

A contract has implications for the composition layer, coordination layer and execution layer. At the
composition layer, a contract implies that a suitable implementation exists for the service, and thus the
composition layer must provide an implementation. The composition layer must also guarantee that
this implementation is consistent with the specification of the service in the contract. At the
coordination layer, the service may be invoked and coordination primitives are exchanged with the
execution layer or with other service enactors according to the interface descriptions in the contract.
Services that are implemented at the execution layer of the provider are also specified as services and
referred to ashome services. These services are however not published directly, but other more
encapsulated services are derived from these that offer less interfaces to preserve the appropriate level
of autonomy for the provider. For all of these services the specifications must always be consistent
with the service implementation available.
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4.3.1 Functions
The contracting layer of a service provider consists of the functionality to publish services to service
consumers. The service consumer has functionality to search services and to subscribe to services.

The establishment of contracts involves the following functions:

1. publisher,
2. contractor,
3. discoverer,
4. subscriber.

Service discovery is the process of finding services that are potentially required to implement
published services. If a sufficiently expressive combination of services is discovered, the composition
layer can compose the published service. Then, the discovered services are contracted at both the
consumer and provider side.

4.3.2 Stores
We distinguish the following stores in the contracting layer:

1. published services – the provider services on offer to service consumers,
2. contracted services – the agreements on service delivery between the provider and a

consumer,
3. discovered services – the provider services discovered by a consumer,
4. subscribed services – the agreements on service delivery by a provider to the consumer.

At the service consumer part, the results of the service discovery are stored in the discovered services
store. From these discovered services, the consumer can choose which service to subscribe to. The
contracts for the subscriptions are stored in the subscriptions store at the service consumer side and
stored in the contracted services store at the provider side. Subscribed services may be invoked by the
service consumer. The published services are those services that are offered to other service
consumers and are a superset of the contracted services.

4.3.3 Mechanisms

4.3.3.1 Service publication and contracting
When a service provider publishes a service, it can be discovered by the discovery function of a
service consumer. From the set of published services, the service consumer can select one and may
contract the service by its subscription function and contracting function at the provider. If a service is
contracted, it may be invoked and hence it must be implemented somehow. It may be the case, that
the service provider has full functionality available in its own execution layer, so the service can be
performed completely internally at the service provider. In such case, the contracted service matches a
provider’s home service. If the execution layer has no such home service, the service must be
composed of external services. This is the responsibility of the composition layer. The composition
layer can use subscribed services to compose these services. For this, the discovery function finds
matching services with the published services and provides the composition layer with suggestions to
compose the published service. If these services fit the required service functionality, the services are
subscribed to by the subscribing function.

The functions and stores are depicted in Figure 5.
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Subscribed
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Figure 5 : Architecture of the Contracting Layer

4.4 Composition layer
The composition layer is responsible for configuring the coordination layer for the service enactment.
The configuration is different for the two roles of provider and consumer. In the service provider role,
the coordination layer should be able to respond to messages from the service consumer that requests
the service. In case the requested service is readily implemented at the provider’s execution layer,
these messages should be redirected to the execution layer where the service is actually enacted. The
composition layer therefore generates the mapping from these messages to the execution layer. In case
the service is not (completely) implemented at the provider, the service is composed of multiple other
services at other providers. Hence, the composition layer composes a service based on the subscribed
services from the contracting layer. The composition is a syntactic exercise, combining the structure
of the services. The composition can be syntactic, because the contracting layer already provides the
semantics of the services considered. The composed service also has to be coordinated, so the
composition layer also generates the coordination mechanism to coordinate the outsourced services.

According to the correctness responsibility requirement (see section 3.1.2), each service provider is
responsible for reliable execution of the service it offers to its consumers. This means, that the
composition layer shall only compose implementations of a service that it can influence such that
reliable execution is guaranteed. Therefore a contract must never be established, if no reliable
implementation exists. A provider cannot control the service composition of its consumers and hence
the provider cannot ensure reliability in the other direction. We refer this as the assymmetric
responsibility for correctness.

4.4.1 Functions
The composition layer has the following functions:

1. mapping builder,
2. composer,
3. coordination builder.

For each service that is contracted, the coordination layer needs to be configured to communicate with
a service consumer. For this, the incoming requests for the service need to be mapped to a service
implementation. The requested service can be implemented in two ways: with a service at the
execution layer of the service provider and/or with services of third party service providers. If (part
of) the service is implemented with a service at the execution layer of the service provider, the
coordination layer must be able to map incoming service requests to the execution layer. For this, the
mapping builder function uses service specifications to configure the mapping correctly. In case the
requested service is more complex than a single service in the execution layer, the services are
outsourced to other services. Then, the consumer part of the composition layer complements the
missing functionality by composing contracted services to achieve full functionality. This is
performed by thecomposingfunction. The composing function combines service specifications and
verifies their consistency. If the combination of services appears to be consistent, the coordination
layer is configured for coordinating these services. This configuration is performed by thebuilding
coordinationfunction.
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4.4.2 Stores
We distinguish the following repositories:

1. requested services,
2. home services,
3. service mappings,
4. composed services,
5. protocol toolbox.

The requested servicesare those services that are requested by a service consumer through the
coordination layer. Requested services should match with a contract stored at the contracting layer.
Otherwise, the request is illegal. A requested service is implemented by either ahome serviceor a
composed service. Thehome servicesstore contains the contract descriptions of the services provided
at the execution layer. Thecomposed servicesare service specifications that consist of specifications
of home services and services of other providers. The relation between the contracted service and a
home service and composed service is defined by the service mappings. This repository provides the
mappings of the more encapsulated service definition, to the detailed service definitions in the home
services and composed services repositories. This way, the autonomy of the service provider is
controlled. In order to coordinate the execution of the composed services, protocols are applied from
theprotocol toolboxto build the coordination mechanism.

4.4.3 Mechanisms

4.4.3.1 Reliability of composition
Reliability requirements state that each provider must ensure that a contracted service can be
executed. Therefore, before a service is published, the composition layer is consulted by the
contracting layer to validate that the service can be offered. The request first goes to the mapping
builder function to check whether a suitable service exists at the execution layer. If the mapping
builder cannot find a suitable service implementation, the composer is consulted whether the specific
service can be composed. If this is the case, the building mapping function responds to the contracting
layer that the service can be published. Otherwise, the composer in turn attempts to compose a
requested service by means of discovered services. If a combination of services is found that could
implement the required service, the composer validates whether sufficient interfaces are offered for
these services to be able to ensure correct execution at run-time. This is performed by the coordination
builder. The coordination builder uses a standard set of protocols to determine whether sufficient
interfaces are available.

4.4.3.2 Compatibility of services
Multiple provider services may be combined to implement a complex service. However, these
combinations are not arbitrary in general; only certain sets of provider services can be combined to
implement the required service. The reason for this is that first of all, the services should jointly
provide the service semantics offered in the service contract. Second, the structure of the services
should be compatible. For example, the execution constraints may contradict orderings of activities
within the provider services. Third, the interfaces provided by the provider services may not fit any of
the required protocols available to the building coordination function and hence no suitable
coordination mechanism can be generated. Therefore, alternative executions consist ofcompatible
setsof provider services.

4.4.3.3 Cyclic outsourcing
Although cyclic contracting is not a problem, cyclic outsourcing is. For example, provider A and B
can perform the same service S. If provider A forwards a request for S to provider B and B forwards it
to provider A, outsourcing may not end. This could be resolved by forbidding or discouraging cyclic
outsourcing. Forbidding cycles could be enforced by checking whether the same service was already
invoked by the same initiating service. Note that this strategy may exclude recursive service
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invocations. Discouraging cycles could be implemented by increasing a cost function every time a
service is invoked and then select the outsourcing path with least (or at least finite) cost. To ensure
that outsourcing will succeed, each contract could contain a price for which the provider is willing to
execute the service.

The architecture of the composition layer is depicted in Figure 6:

Mapping CompositionCoordination
composition

Mapping Composition Coordination Composition

composer

Composed
services

Requested
services

coordi-
nation
builder

Protocol toolboxHome services

mapping
builder

Service
mappings

Figure 6 : Architecture of the Composition Layer

4.5 Coordination layer
The coordination layer is responsible for the execution of the contracted services. In the role of
service provider it will accept service requests and distribute the requests to the execution layer in
case the requested service is a home service. If the service is not existent as a home service, the
coordination layer will coordinate outsourced work over service providers in the role of service
consumer. The coordination layer is also responsible for providing distribution transparency, such that
the distribution of the service is transparent to the service requestor. The services are composed at the
composition layer, and the actual execution of each service is implemented and performed at the
execution layer. The coordination layer therefore influences the execution of the services and reacts to
events from the execution layer and coordination layers of other service enactors. According to the
transitive correctness requirement, the service provider preserves correct execution of its own service
whatever coordination is performed by the consumer’s coordinator.

4.5.1 Functions
In the role of service provider, the coordination layer receives messages from the service consumer
and may redirect them to the execution layer for direct execution. In case the service is not
(completely) implemented at the execution layer, the messages are redirected and outsourced to other
service providers. The mapping provides therefore distribution transparency according to the
requirement.
The mapping of messages is performed according to the mapping data generated by composition
layer. The consumer role of the coordination layer coordinates the service execution over multiple
providers. This is performed according the coordination data generated by the composition layer.

We define two functions to implement the functionality:

1. mapper,
2. coordinator.
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4.5.2 Stores
Both the mapper and coordinator function according to the configuration generated by the
composition layer. Therefore we specifiy two stores:

1. mapping data,
2. coordinating data.

4.5.3 Mechanisms

4.5.3.1 Distribution transparency
When a contract is established, the service consumer and provider agree on the interfaces offered to
each other. Therefore, independent of how the service provider realizes the service, the same
interfaces should be offered to the service consumer. This is especially relevant if a service is
outsourced to other service providers. Then the agreed interfaces of the service should still be
preserved. This is preserved by the mapping function.
The mapping function also makes it possible for the service provider, to choose alternative executions
if the composition layer finds new implementations for the same service. This is according to the
execution and association autonomy requirements.
Distribution transparency also applies to data sharing. If a provider accesses data objects stored at
other providers this should be transparent to the provider. For data sharing, traditional strategies can
be applied, e.g. locking and copying objects.

4.5.3.2 Coordination primitives
The coordinator is reactive and receives events and sends actions. Examples of events include
“prepared”, “started”, “committed”, “aborted”, etc. Examples of actions include “commit”, “abort”,
“start”, “lock”, “unlock”, etc. Both synchronous and asynchronous protocols could be used,
depending on the interfaces specified in the contracts.

The architecture of the coordination layer is depicted in Figure 7.

Mapping MappingMapping Coordination

coordinatormapper mapper

Coordination
data

Mapping data
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Figure 7 : Architecture of the Coordination Layer

4.6 Execution layer
The execution layer is the layer where the actual execution of a service is performed. It contains the
implementation of services with the necessary resources and procedures and offers interfaces to the
coordination layer to influence execution. The specification of these services with its interfaces are
stored in the home services store at the composition layer. If a provider does not implement any
service by itself, the execution layer is empty. The execution layer in the consumer role is always
empty, because a consumer only consumes services and does not perform services.
The execution layer offers technology transparency to other layers by providing a wrapper over its
implementation.
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4.6.1 Functions
The execution of services is implemented by databases, (legacy) applications, transaction monitors,
workflow systems, but may also involve human actors. In our architecture, we will refer to elements
in this infrastructure asprocessing entities. The execution layer provides technological transparency,
and this is achieved by a wrapper function. The wrapper translates events from systems and users to
the events specified in the interface specification. Similarly, actions of coordinators are translated to
API’s of applications or maybe assignments written down in emails to users. The wrapper will not
decide what events or actions to send or receive. This is handled by the coordination layer.

4.6.2 Stores
In order to translate implementation specific events and actions to the service specification level, the
implementation of each service is specified in awrapping datastore.

4.6.3 Mechanisms

4.6.3.1 Service specification
We require that the execution layer guarantees execution according to service specification stored in
the service implementations store. Hence, the service specification should not contain properties that
may not be met. The service specification also contains the interfaces offered to influence execution.
Influencing the execution of a service can never result in incorrect service behavior.

The architecture of the Execution Layer is depicted in Figure 8.
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wrapper

Wrapping data

Figure 8 : Architecture of the Execution Layer
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5 Related work
The support of multi-enterprise services in a dynamic environment has received much attention over
the last years. The research projects that are most related to our approach include: Crossflow from
University of Twente and others, CMI from MCC, CheeTah and WISE from ETH, eFlow from HP
labs and METEOR from the LSDIS Lab. We discuss these approaches in the following paragraphs.
We refer to Section 9 for a detailed comparision our requirements and architecture with related work.

Crossflow [HFGL01], [HLGG00] [KGV00] is an ESPRIT project and its primary aim is to build
support for dynamic service outsourcing for virtual enterprises on the basis of commercial products.
Dynamic service outsourcing is enabled by an electronic market, where parties may publish and
request their services. This way, each organization can look for services it needs. Crossflow features
Service abstraction to preserve privacy of each organization and cooperation support to influence
execution of a service at a provider. Cooperation Support Services (CSS) provide facilities to monitor
and control the execution. The CSSs include Level of Control to influence progress and provide cross-
organizational transaction management, Flexible Change Control for flexible execution and Quality of
Service for state monitoring. Contracts are used to describe the agreed services. Crossflow relies on
workflow management technology for the implementation of the services.

Crossflow supports the notions of contracts and provides a Contract Manager similar to our
Contracting layer. Therefore, service consumers can ensure implementation of their service.
Crossflow does not support automatic service composition. Instead, Crossflow allows specification of
activities in the consumer process that can be replaced by a provider service for dynamic outsourcing.
For correct execution of the service, Crossflow relies on the X-transaction model [VDGK00], that
provides atomicity guarantees by dynamic compensation and isolation guarantees up to the task level.
Service progress can be influenced by the Level of Control Process Control Primitives, such as start,
stop, continue, rollback and abort. However, control over the progress is not intended to preserve
correctness of execution, such as in our approach, but rather a means for the user to manually
intervene execution. An exception is the rollback support, which is provides semantic recovery across
consumer and provider processes. Provider services are very much isolated from the consumer
service. Intermediate results are exchanged between consumer and provider by explicit message
exchange, but no process synchronization is supported, as opposed to our approach. Also,
concurrency control is limited to the task level and is not supported at the process level. Crossflow has
a flexible architecture with respect to Cooperative Support Services (CSS). Each Service module is
configured according to contract requirements. However, the architecture does not foresee different
levels of automation as we do.

The Collaboration Management Infrastructure (CMI) [GSCB99] is developed at MCC for supporting
collaboration of multi-enterprise processes (MEP), similar to our composed services. The main idea
behind CMI is to enable coordination of processes during their execution, similar to our approach.
CMI is specifically aimed at overcoming Single Enterprise Process (SEP) specification heterogeneity,
overcoming MEP specification explosion that arises when each SEP-SEP combination has to be
considered, include SEP autonomy requirements, include MEP conversational services to allow for
intermediate results and dynamic service selection of multiple service providers. To resolve these
issues, the Collaboration Management Model is supported, which consists of a CORE Model for the
basic process support and the additionally: Coordination Model (CM), that provides primitives for
coordinating participants and automating process enactment, Service Model (SM), that provides
service interfaces, activities, wrapper processes and contracts, Awareness Model (AM), that provides
monitoring and customized composition of tasks and delivery of events.

CMI foresees contracting, but does not include automatic contract establishment as we do in our
contracting layer. Also, CMI does not include automatic service composition, but relies on a service
designer for the MEP specification. CMI does support automatic service selection and discovery and
includes the interfaces offered by the SEP’s in the search, similar to our approach. The strong point of
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CMI is its possibility to handle interaction between services and emphasises the need for exchange of
intermediate results. Another feature of CMI is the application specific modelling of the service states.
CMI therefore allows to define interaction at a higher specification level than the regular activity
states. Although this provides flexibility to the designer, we feel this approach is not very well suited
for automatic service composition and coordination, because this requires to deal with extra
application semantics. CMI provides a modular architecture that consists of an Awareness Module,
Coordination Module and Service Module. CMI does however not support different levels of
automation according to the service lifecycle.

CheeTah [PA00] is a lightweight transaction server that achieves reliable service processing over
autonomous transactional components. Its primary concern is to achieve reliable service processing
over these systems, while autonomy of each server is preserved as much as possible. CheeTah is
therefore focussed on transaction processing over composite systems, rather than on service
contracting and composition. Therefore, CheeTah does not support any form of contracting. Services
are hard-coded as scripts at each provider and thus automatic service composition is absent.
Correctness of service execution however is ensured over multiple service providers via the open and
closed nested transaction model. Cooperation between services is not supported and each service is
fully isolated. CheeTah only supports services with interfaces that comply with the open en closed
nested transaction models.

WISE (Workflow based Internet SErvices) [AHST97] [AFHL+99] [LASS00] [LSAS01] is a system
to support the life-cycle of e-commerce processes. The WISE model distinguishes three elements: the
Trading Community, the Virtual Business Process and the Virtual Enterprise. The Trading
Community and Virtual Business Process cover the definition of the participants in the virtual
enterprise and the overall business process, including the preparation of the infrastructure. It is
therefore is comparable to our trading network with the service repositories in the contracting and
composition layers. The Virtual Enterprise covers the actual enactment of the business process and
covers our enactment network and service enactment layers,
The major difference with WISE is that WISE adopts a centralized process kernel and assumes a
global end-to-end virtual business process. Remember that we assume recursive outsourcing of
services and do not require end-to-end knowledge of the process. Another important difference is that
WISE assumes each provider sub-process to be a black box, whereas we explicitly model interfaces
and influence execution. Consequently, WISE has no builder that generates a coordination script
according to [LASS00]. WISE recognizes the need for reliable service execution, which is preserved
by the OPERA kernel. OPERA provides transactional process support according to the Flex
transaction model.

WISE supports no contracting and agreements with external services are implicit through the central
service specification. Also, service composition is done by a designer and no automatic service
composition is supported. WISE provides correctness guarantees for its services via the Flex
transaction model [ZNBB94] [ZNB01]. This includes guaranteed termination and isolation at the
process level. Activities are isolated activities and no cooperation between services is supported. Also,
activities are required to provide the required interfaces for the Flex transaction model. If they do not
have these interfaces, Transactional Coordination Agents are added to complement for the missing
functionality. Because of its central service design, WISE does not provide distribution transparency.
Also, WISE does not provide multiple levels of automation.

METEOR [KS95] [MPSK+97] [DKMS+97] was developed to support reliable workflow enactment
over heterogeneous systems. The main requirements in the approach include the support for
distributed workflow control of inter-task dependencies, heterogeneous data management,
infrastructure independent specification, reliability by handling logical and system errors and dynamic
workflow specification. METEOR has no notion of contracts and similar to WISE has a single central
service specification. The service is specified by a designer, so no automatic service composition is
provided. METEOR ensures reliable execution by enforcing inter-task dependencies related to the
transaction states of the activities. This provides atomic execution of the process. Isolation is
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restricted to the activity level and is not supported at the process level. Support for functional
heterogeneity is supported by the flexible modelling of activities with different activity state models.
From this specification, automatic code generation is possible for the task managers that manage the
execution of the activities.

eFlow [CS01] [CIJK+00] has been developed at Hewlett Packard to support composition of value-
added services possibly offered by different companies. eFlow offers process specification and
management, including a simple service composition language, events, exception handling, ACID
service-level transactions and security management. eFlow runs on top of an E-Services Platform
(ESP) and invokes the methods within the published E-services according to a process definition
similar to a workflow management system. An ESP can be from different vendors and offers facilities
to register, advertise, monitor, manage and discover services.

In eFlow implementation of a service is not guaranteed by a contract. Services are specified by a
designer and automatic service composition is limited to parameterizing a predefined template. eFlow
does preserve correct execution by means of the Virtual Transaction Model (VT). The VT model
provides atomic execution of activities and provides different isolation levels to a group of activities
contained in the VT region according to [KS00]. Cooperation between e-services is not supported
however. eFlow supports a two-level specification of services: a composite level where processes
with e-services are specified and a conversation level where processes of methods are specified. This
two-level approach implies that there is no distribution transparency. Also, eFlow does not support
multiple levels of automation according to our layers.
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6 Conclusions
We have sketched an application domain where service consumers and service providers dynamically
cooperate to fulfill complex services beyond their capabilities. For this application domain, automatic
service setup and enactment need to be supported. The requirements we have identified for a system
that can support this, include requirements with respect to autonomy, reliability, heterogeneity and
distribution. To implement these requirements we proposed a peer-to-peer architecture. The
architecture supports incremental implementation, because each service enactor only has to cooperate
with its direct service providers and there is no global component. Different levels of automation are
supported by introducing four layers: contracting layer, composition layer, coordination layer and
execution layer. This layered approach allows for different levels of automation, applicable in
domains where contract relations may have different life-times. In addition to the layered approach,
we have divided the architecture into two columns; one for the role of service provider and one for the
role of service consumer. This columned approach provides the possibility to implement only the
required functionality according to the role played by a service enactor. The modules that are defined
this way allow for independent development and potential upgrade.

For future work, we will define a language to specify services. We will include transactional
properties such as atomicity and isolation similar to the approach in [DDGJ01]. The language should
be flexible enough to integrate different service specifications according to the functional
heterogeneity requirement. Another language is needed to specify the implementations of the mapping
and coordination processes. In particular, primitives should be identified that fit interfaces of
commercial products and accepted standards. The composition process should both be able to read the
service language and generate the coordination data.
After defining the languages, we will build a prototype system to demonstrate the viability of the
approach. Special attention will be paid to the composition, mapping and coordination. For
contracting we will borrow technology from other work as much as possible, because our focus is on
the composition of services and service coordination.
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8 Appendix: Realization of requirements
In this section, we recall the requirements from Section 3 and show how each of the requirements are
included in the architecture.

8.1 Reliability

8.1.1 Service setup
• ensured execution– A provider either maintains the infrastructure at the execution layer to

implement a contracted service, or it maintains contracts with other service providers to
ensure that the service can be executed. The correctness of the implementations is guaranteed
by the composer and coordination builder.

8.1.2 Service enactment
• correctness of execution– correct execution is defined as execution according to service

specification. The execution layer is responsible for correct execution of an independent
service. This can be ensured, because the service specification only publishes properties that
are guaranteed by the implementation. If the service is combined with other services, the
coordinator ensures correctness by influencing the execution. Correct execution can be
ensured, because this is verified by the coordination builder before execution is started.

• correctness responsibility– each provider is responsible for the correctness of its own
services. If a service is outsourced to other providers, these providers will ensure correct
execution according to contract specification as well. A service consumer must coordinate the
outsourced services such that correct execution is preserved. Correctness can be guaranteed,
because the composition layer will determine enforcability of correctness beforehand.
Influencing execution is based on the service state at other providers. The required state
information is specified in the contract.

• finite execution– the execution layer is responsible for service termination.
• finite outsourcing- outsourcing is finite because each time a service is outsourced, the cost of

the service increases. Outsourcing will end if the cost of the service is higher than its price.

8.2 Autonomy

8.2.1 Service setup
• design autonomy– each provider can design its own services. If other providers do not agree

on the service, no contract is established. In addition, each provider is free to choose its own
implementation, because the wrapper offers technology independent interfaces to the
implementing systems. Also, service specification is standardized across providers and is
implementation independent.

• association autonomy– contracts are established between a consumer subscriber and a
provider contractor. There are no association restrictions.

• autonomy control– a contract can be established for a limited time or number of invocations.
After expiration of the contract, the provider can regain full autonomy.

8.2.2 Service enactment
• execution autonomy– although a provider must allow a customer to influence its execution,

the extent of influence can be controlled by the provider itself through the contract
specification. However, the more execution autonomy is preserved by the provider, the less
coordination possibilities exist for the consumer. A consumer could then decide not to do
business with the provider. In addition, the contract specification is implementation
independent. Therefore, the service provider has the freedom to implement the service the
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way it likes. This can be with home services but also with services from other service
providers.

• communication autonomy– a provider can choose what information to externalize to other
providers, because events are included in the contract. This way a provider can choose to
what extent privacy of design and execution is preserved.

8.3 Heterogeneity

8.3.1 Service setup
• technological heterogeneity– this is preserved at the execution layer by the wrapper that

translates events and actions at the service level to the implementing applications.
Communication between the service enactor layers is standardized and hence homogeneous.

8.3.2 Service enactment
• functional heterogeneity– the protocol toolbox contains protocols that fit a variety of

interfaces of different applications. The amount of available protocols determine to what
extent heterogeneity of interfaces can be supported by a provider.

8.4 Distribution

8.4.1 Service setup
• distributed setup transparency– the composition layers do not communicate and therefore the

service implementation is composed completely independently.

8.4.2 Service enactment
• distributed enactment transparency– The mapper function at the coordination layer

redistributes the events and actions from the consumer to either the execution layer or to the
coordination layer at other providers. This way the implementation of the service is not shown
to the service consumer and it seems as if the provider executes the service by itself.

The requirements and the solutions are summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3 : Requirements and their solutions
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9 Appendix: Related work in detail
The support of multi-enterprise services in a dynamic environment has received much attention.
Therefore, it is most relevant to position existing approaches in relation to our approach. We compare
the approaches METEOR, WISE, CheeTah, Crossflow, eFlow and CMI with respect to our
requirements and architecture, because these approaches are most related. For each approach we first
give an overview, and compare our requirements and architecture with their approach.

9.1 METEOR

9.1.1 Overview
METEOR [KS95] [MPSK+97] [DKMS+97] was developed to support workflow enactment across
heterogeneous systems. The main requirements in the approach include support for distributed
workflow control of inter-task dependencies, heterogeneous data management, infrastructure
independent specification, reliability by handling logical and system errors and dynamic workflow
specification.
METEOR refers to tasks as activities and therefore in the discussion we refer to activities as tasks.

METEOR allows specification of heterogeneous tasks, i.e. tasks that provide different interfaces, by
its language TSL and abstracts from technological differences by a task manager. Also, TSL provides
the means to specify the control and observation interface of each task, similar to our approach. Inter-
task dependencies are used to ensure reliable execution. However, concurrency control is only
included at the task level and may only be provided for transactional tasks. This is different to our
approach, because we aim at concurrency control support independent of any task type and extending
concurrency control to the process level. Another important difference is that METEOR has a central
workflow specification and assumes applications for each task. Therefore no dynamic outsourcing is
supported. This is a key difference with our approach.

METEOR was extended to METEOR2 and three different versions have been built with different
technology: NeoWork is a centralized implementation based on CORBA and OrbWork [DKMS+97]
is its distributed equivalent. WebWork [MPSK+97] is a distributed implementation based on Web
technology.

Below, we compare METEOR with our approach with respect to our requirements and architecture.

9.1.2 Requirements
• ensured implementation– Tasks in METEOR workflows are executed by task managers.

Therefore, execution depends on these task managers. METEOR has no notion of contracts
and therefore ensured implementation is not formalized within the system boundaries.

• correct execution– In METEOR a workflow is specified with states, (intra-task) transitions
and inter-task dependencies. Transitions may be controllable and inter-task dependencies are
always controllable. This means that it can be verified whether a workflow can be controlled
in such manner that it always ends up in a correct end state. To determine this is, controllable
transitions have the attributes forcible, rejectable, delayable. We adopt a similar approach of
controllability of correct execution, but we generalize control of tasks to control of sub-
workflows. In addition, we also include concurrency control in our approach, which is only
present in METEOR at the task level and limited to transactional tasks.

• correctness responsibility– In METEOR, task managers are responsible for the correct
execution of tasks. At the process level METEOR is responsible for correct execution.

• finite execution– The task manager is responsible for finite execution of a task. At the process
level, METEOR is responsible for finite execution and this can be verified at specification
time.

• finite outsourcing– In METEOR dynamic outsourcing is not supported.
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• design autonomy– METEOR supports centralized specification and therefore we cannot
speak of design autonomy of service providers. At the task level, tasks are predefined
according to the capabilities of the task managers. Hence, the task implementations must
cohere to the task state diagrams if it is included in a workflow specification. This is similar
to our approach, where each provider can change the implementation only to such extent that
is defined by contract. Note however that METEOR does not support contracts.

• association autonomy– A task is statically associated with an application or user Association
is therefore a design task and is not automated. In our approach, tasks can be associated at
run-time.

• autonomy control– In METEOR, once a task is incorporated in a workflow, it is assumed to
be implemented by a processing entity. This processing entity cannot change its
implementation until it is removed from any specification. However, the expiration of the
specification is not controlled by any mechanism such as our contracts.

• execution autonomy– METEOR distinguishes controllable and non-controllable state
transitions of tasks. This is similar to our distinction between observation and control in the
coordinator. Also, METEOR and our approach both assume that the execution layer can
execute multiple steps without control of the coordination layer.

• communication autonomy– What information a task communicates to the workflow
controller is specified by the task structure. Typically states such as initial, committed,
aborted, done, failed are communicated. Tasks must at least communicate initial and
termination states. More complex states are allowed, although they never involve application
semantics. In our approach, we also include different states according to the observation
interfaces (i.e. events) offered by the (legacy) applications. However, we do not restrict the
observation to simple tasks, but allow sub-workflow specifications as well. Hence, we
generalize the specification of tasks to sub-workflows.

• technological heterogeneity– In METEOR a task manager is responsible for the mapping of
technologically specific implementations to the actions and events of the workflow controller
according to the task specification. Hence, technological differences are encapsulated. The
task manager is therefore similar to our wrapper.

• functional heterogeneity– Different task structures are supported by METEOR, notably the
non-transactional, transactional, twopc (2PC) and human_computer. The workflow controller
is capable of coordinating this heterogeneity. We also allow different task structures, but
extend the types with concurrency control primitives.

• distributed setup transparency– METEOR is restricted to a two-level coordination, where a
(possibly distributed) workflow engine coordinates pre-allocated task-managers. Therefore,
distribution is not transparent in METEOR. In our approach, distribution is transparent,
because allocation is not visible to the service consumer.

• distributed enactment transparency– The tasks of METEOR are pre-allocated and therefore
enactment is not transparent.

9.1.3 Architecture
• contracting layer– METEOR does not support automated service contracting and the service

is specified by a designer. Specification of interfaces is performed manually and semantics of
processing entities are left implicit. The workflow specification is comparable to a consumer
service and a task comparable to a provider service.

• composition layer– Service contracting and composition are not automatic in METEOR. The
process specification and task allocation is static and therefore the workflow designer has the
role of composer. METEOR can verify safety properties similar to our proposed builder, but
does not add inter-task dependencies to comply to the service specification.

• coordination layer– METEOR has a workflow controller that can control the execution of the
workflow and influence the execution of tasks. It can coordinate state transitions that are
delayable, rejectable and forcible. This control is similar to our approach. METEOR does not
provide distribution transparency because it does not support recursive outsourcing.
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• execution layer– METEOR assumes (legacy) applications that can are partially controllable
similar to our approach in the execution layer. A task manager is responsible for providing the
workflow controller with the events and operations according to the task structure
specification. This is similar to our wrapper. The services implementation corresponds to the
task manager implementation, which is not explicit in METEOR.

9.2 WISE

9.2.1 Overview
WISE (Workflow based Internet SErvices) [AHST97] [AFHL+99] [LASS00] [LSAS01] is a system
to support the life-cycle of e-commerce processes. WISE distinguishes four steps in the life-cycle:
process composition, process enactment, process improvement and process communication. Our
approach only considers the first two steps because our main concern is reliability. The major
difference with WISE is that WISE adopts a centralized process kernel and assumes a global end-to-
end virtual business process. Remember that we assume recursive outsourcing of services and do not
require end-to-end knowledge of the process. Another important difference is that WISE assumes
each provider sub-process to be a black box, whereas we explicitly model interfaces and influence
execution. Consequently, according to [LASS00]. WISE has no builder that generates a coordination
script. However, in [LSAS01] a process generator is mentioned that supports dynamic generation of
e-payment processes that can adapt to different transaction requirements. This is similar to our
approach. Also WISE recognizes the need for reliable service execution, which is preserved by the
OPERA kernel.
These similarities justify a detailed discussion of the WISE requirements and architecture compared to
our approach.

9.2.2 Requirements
• ensured implementation– WISE has no notion of contracts and therefore WISE has to rely on

agreements outside the system to guarantee the implementation of the activities in the service
specification.

• correct execution– WISE supports correct execution according to the virtual business process
and the Flex transaction model. The transactional properties spheres of atomicity, isolation
and persistence can be specified and are preserved. Further, WISE is able to verify, whether
correct execution can be ensured during execution. In our approach, these transactional
properties are included in our service specification language.

• correctness responsibility –The OPERA kernel of the WISE system is responsible for the
correct execution of the global workflow process. Correctness of the activities in the virtual
business process is the responsibility of each program that executes it.

• finite execution– WISE supports guaranteed termination according to the Flex transaction
model.

• finite outsourcing– External services in WISE are statically defined in a single global
business process and can therefore not contain cycles and is finite. Dynamic outsourcing is
therefore not supported

• design autonomy– WISE adopts a global process specification and integrates the processes of
providers in the trading community into the process as sub-processes. It is not clear who is
responsible for the global virtual service specification, but it can be defined independently of
the providers, as the sub-processes are treated as black boxes. Our approach is more flexible
because we allow for interaction between the provider services.

• association autonomy- Negotiation and contracting are outside the scope of the WISE
system. The providers are assumed to be known at the time the service process is generated.

• autonomy control– A virtual business process is established before execution where
providers are allocated for activities. During execution, each provider is responsible for its
service execution. After execution, the providers regain full autonomy at service termination.
However, WISE does not support contracting, and therefore autonomy control is implicit.
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• execution autonomy– WISE is the central coordinator of the global virtual process and
executes autonomously. Provider services are executed without interaction with the global
virtual process. Execution of a provider is not influenced and therefore fully autonomous.

• communication autonomy– In WISE the activities of providers are assumed to conform to the
Flex transaction model [ZNBB94] [ZNB01]. WISE communicates information according to
this model. Collaboration between users is supported by the CoBrow system, a CSCW
product. We do not support user collaboration. WISE supports inter-process events by a
publish-subscribe mechanism. Events are included in our approach, but will only be
exchanged between contracted parties corresponding to the agreed contract.

• technological heterogeneity– WISE supports subsystem adapters to overcome technological
differences of providers. The WISE system itself is centralized and hence homogeneous.

• functional heterogeneity– WISE assumes transactional providers according to the Flex
transaction model. If a provider is not transactional, Transactional Coordination Agents
(TCA) may be added to complement the missing functionality. In this sense, WISE assumes
homogeneous interfaces of the activities, whereas our approach deals with heterogeneous
interfaces similar to METEOR.

• distributed setup transparency– The global process specification integrates provider services
statically and therefore no setup transparency is provided.

• distributed enactment transparency- WISE is a centralized system with explicit distribution
to one level of service providers. Therefore there is no enactment transparency.

9.2.3 Architecture
The WISE system consists of the modules: process definition, process enactment, monitoring &
analysis and coordination & communication. For the process enactment the OPERA kernel is used.
As process definition is not automated, we will focus our discussion on the OPERA system. OPERA
consists of three layers: the database service layer, the process services layer and the interface services
layer. The database service layer is used to make the system database system independent and
provides storage of process templates, instances, objects, histories and configurations. The process
services layer includes a dispatcher, navigator, query manager, object manager and exported database
functionality. The interface services layer provides the interaction with different platforms.

The WISE and OPERA systems relate to our architecture in the following way:
• contracting layer– The WISE approach considers a trade community where providers publish

their services to other providers. No semantic matching is made explicit. Contracts between
providers are absent in the approach.

• composition layer– The global virtual business process is constructed by using the provider
services published in the trading community. WISE allows for automatic configuration of
process templates, but does not provide composition from newly discovered services.

• coordination layer– WISE considers sub-processes as black boxes and therefore provider
services are not coordinated during execution. Consequently, the execution of sub-processes
is also not influenced by a coordinator to ensure correct execution. WISE does support inter-
process communication, to exchange intermediate results, but this is a separate mechanism
separate from the service specification. In our approach however, data management is an
integral part of the coordination and service specification.

• execution layer– The WISE kernel OPERA is a process management system and relies on
external processing entities to perform activities. This is similar to our separation of
coordination and execution layer.

9.3 CheeTah

9.3.1 Overview
CheeTah [PA00] is a lightweight transaction server that achieves reliable service processing over
autonomous transactional components. Similar to our approach, CheeTah considers autonomous
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servers (i.e. providers) that can execute and outsource part of the service. It’s primary concern is to
achieve reliable service processing over these systems, while autonomy of each server is preserved as
much as possible. Service invocation is hardcoded and thus no automatic service composition is
supported. Even though, we discuss CheeTah here, because of its similar architecture and distributed
reliability support.
Reliability of service processing is achieved according to the open nested transaction model. Each
service is treated as black box and thus recovery and concurrency control is performed at call level,
i,e. no interleaving of service operations of is allowed. Our approach allows recovery and concurrency
control during execution and hence allows for tighter cooperation of services.

9.3.2 Requirements
• ensured implementation– In CheeTah service implementation is not ensured, because there

are no contracts between consumer and providers. Hence, each provider may decide not to
offer one of its services anymore, which could result in failure of service invocation.

• correct execution– CheeTah preserves correctness according to the open nested transaction
model. Atomicity is ensured by commit control over providers and relies on compensation if
commits cannot be controlled. Concurrency is defined by conflict tables within each provider.
However, dependencies between objects stored at different providers (e.g. referential
integrity) are not preserved. Our approach is to control atomicity independently of a single
transaction model and preserve data dependencies across providers.

• correctness responsibility– In CheeTah each provider is responsible for the correct execution
of the service, similar to our approach.

• finite execution –CheeTah relies on the service designer for finite execution. The open nested
transaction model provides atomic behavior.

• finite outsourcing– Cyclic calls are forbidden in CheeTah by verifying whether a provider is
a parent of itself. In our approach, we adopt a cost model, which is more flexible and we
consider closer to real business relations.

• design autonomy– Service implementations are shielded from customers and a provider may
choose itself how to implement services. No service specification is exposed to customers.
Each provider should conform to the open nested transaction model and should offer either
synchronous commitment via 2PC or should offer compensating transactions. Hence, design
autonomy is limited to these techniques.

• execution autonomy– CheeTah servers can execute services autonomously to the extent that
they must obey global commit or abort decisions of the customer. Execution itself is a black
box to the customer and is not interactive. Concurrency control is supported by call level
locking, i.e. at the service level.

• association autonomy– Each provider can independently decide which provider it calls to
implement a service. No restriction is imposed on these relations and hence, association
autonomy is preserved at design time. CheeTah does not support the concept of explicit
contracts with contract matching and establishment. Instead, all outsourcing relations are hard
coded in the service implementation and therefore there is no automatic service composition
and no association autonomy at run-time.

• communication autonomy– What information a provider exposes is determined by the
commitment protocol and the conflict table that is provided by each provider for concurrency
control. During execution no service state information is exposed. This is different from our
approach, as we specify what events should be exchanged between customer and provider.

• autonomy control– Service implementations are coded in each CheeTah server. As no
contracts exist, the invocation dependencies between providers are not explicit. So, if a
provider decides to not offer a service anymore, other providers may not be able to deliver
their services. This is different in our approach, because contract relations can be verified and
also expire after a certain amount of time, returning full autonomy to a provider if desired.

• technological heterogeneity– CheeTah relies on standard technology such as Java and Oracle
DBMS, but does not support other technology
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• functional heterogeneity– CheeTah requires services to either offer a 2PC or compensating
activities to ensure atomicity. Further, it relies on serializability of the underlying database
systems. Isolation can be relaxed with a conflict table at each provider which is used to decide
whether to accept a service call. These assumptions limit the functional heterogeneity of the
CheeTah approach, whereas we intend to include multiple protocols to support a wide range
of interfaces and techniques.

• distribution setup transparency– For each server, it is known who are its direct providers.
Further on the hierarchy is not visible.

• distribution enactment transparency– The enactment requires some global information for
concurrency control and is therefore not completely transparent. The provider needs to know
the root of the transaction.

9.3.3 Architecture
The CheeTah architecture consists of four modules: Incoming Transaction Manager, Internal
Transaction Manager, Application logic and Outgoing Transaction Manager. The Incoming
Transaction Manager receives service invocations and manages commit control and call level locking.
The Application Logic contains the actual service implementation and executes the service and
invokes external services. Execution of the service internally is controlled by the Internal Transaction
Manager, to ensure recoverability. External service invocation is performed through the Outgoing
Transaction Manager, which is only a very thin module.
Below we compare these modules with our four layers.

• contracting layer– CheeTah has no concept of contracts and therefore CheeTah has no
functionality at this layer.

• composition layer– CheeTah has no automatic service composition. Instead, service
invocations are hard coded in the Application Logic.

• coordination layer– CheeTah treats provider services as black boxes. The only coordination
in CheeTah is global commit mechanisms for atomicity control and call level locking for
concurrency control. Both mechanisms are controlled at a much coarser granularity (i.e.
service level) in our approach, that allows for interaction. Also, CheeTah servers may reject
service requests because of local conflicts related to concurrency control. In our approach,
service requests are always granted according to contract.

• execution layer– The execution layer is comparable to the Application Logic Module. The
Application Logic Module contains the service implementation and once invoked, executes
by itself. However, in CheeTah, the Application Logic also invokes other provider services,
whereas in our approach this is handled outside the processing entities at the service layer.
Therefore we do not need to adjust application logic if the process changes, whereas in
CheeTah this would require changing application logic.

9.4 Crossflow
Crossflow [HLGG00] [KGV00] is an ESPRIT project and its primary aim is to build support for
dynamic service outsourcing for virtual enterprises on top of commercial products. Dynamic service
outsourcing is enabled by an electronic market, where parties publish and request their services. This
way, each organization can look for services it needs. Crossflow features service abstraction to
preserve privacy of each organization and cooperation support to influence execution of a service at a
provider by Cooperation Support Services (CSS). The CSSs include Level of Control for influence on
progress and transactional support, Flexible Change Control for flexible execution and Quality of
Service for monitoring the service state. Contracts are used to describe the agreed services. Crossflow
relies on workflow management technology for the implementation of the services.

An important difference between Crossflow and our approach is the extent to which we allow
cooperation between consumer and providers. We control the execution of providers such that correct
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cooperation over providers is preserved, whereas in Crossflow cooperation between providers is
limited to rollbacks.

Below we discuss our requirements and the solutions offered in Crossflow in more detail.

9.4.1 Requirements
• ensured implementation– Crossflow supports contracting and while a contract is valid, the

enactment infrastructure should be able to perform the service. This is similar to our
approach.

• correct execution– Crossflow supports the X-transaction model [VDGK00] to guarantee
correct execution of the consumer and provider processes. Failure atomicity is guaranteed, but
no inter-task concurrency control is implemented.

• correctness responsibility –The service enactor itself is responsible for the correct execution
of a service. Even, in the case of a provider service, the Process Control Primitives that
influence the execution of the provider service should never result in incorrect service
behavior.

• finite outsourcing– Crossflow does not address the issue of finite outsourcing. We ensure
finite outsourcing by a pricing mechanism.

• finite execution– Crossflow’s service specification includes an abstract workflow definition
which is executed by a workflow engine. Finiteness therefore depends on the workflow
definition. Crossflow also offers primitives to terminate a service execution by means of an
abort or rollback Process Control Primitive.

• design autonomy– The application domain of Crossflow is highly dynamic and contract
relations are only short-lived. Therefore, services are specified in a generic and cooperation
independent way. Services are of the structure call-return without interaction during
execution.

• association autonomy –In Crossflow no constraints are imposed on the outsourcing relations
with providers, similar to our approach. A key difference is that we ensure that sufficient
contracts are available to execute the service when it is invoked. Therefore our approach is
more reliable.

• autonomy control– Similar to our approach, in Crossflow contracts may expire and return full
control to a provider.

• execution autonomy– Similar to our approach, the execution of a service can be influenced by
the customer. However, a fundamental difference is that influencing is not meant to preserve
correctness, but to give the consumer control of the provider service progress. Also,
Crossflow does not coordinate multiple providers to ensure overall correctness.

• communication autonomy– Similar to our approach, Crossflow requires a provider to expose
its process state to its customer as far as it is specified in the contract. However, in our
approach this state may be concentrated on the coordination of the service and may therefore
contain operational details (e.g. prepared mode, object locked) of the state that are not
relevant for the consumer. This distinction is not present in Crossflow.

• technological heterogeneity– Crossflow assumes workflow technology for the enactment.
The architecture however provides an isolation layer to support multiple workflow
management products. Our approach does not restrict to workflow management systems.

• functional heterogeneity– Crossflow provides an internal and external workflow model. The
external model that provides the consumer with an abstracted view on the internal workflow
specification of the provider and therefore Crossflow supports different views for different
consumers of the same process. In the contract, service influence can be customized by the
Process Control Primitives (PCP’s): start/continue, stop, rollback, abort. Crossflow therefore
supports functional heterogeneity at an abstract level. The different contract levels are
supported by our approach through the mapper. Influence of the service execution is not
supported by our approach, but is automated to provide seemless distributed execution over
multiple providers.
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• distributed setup transparency– Contract establishment in Crossflow is between a single
consumer and provider. This way, a service chain can be setup that is transparent to each
consumer. This is similar to our approach.

• distributed enactment transparency –Crossflow does not discuss service enactors that are
both providers and consumers. This is included in our approach.

9.4.2 Architecture
• contracting layer– Crossflow includes a Contract Establishment Manager that establishes

contracts between service consumers and providers. This is similar to our contractor and
subscriber functions. Publication and discovery are performed via Crossflow’s Service Trader
Module. Here, the service requests and offers are matched. In our approach, matching of
services is performed locally at each consumer. Thus our approach is fully distributed, as
opposed to Crossflow’s approach.

• composition layer– Crossflow’s Configuration Manager installs the necessary infrastructure
for the cooperation between the service consumer and provider. Note that in Crossflow
cooperation infrastructure is aimed at coordinating a single provider service, whereas in our
approach a single coordination plan is generated from a set of contracts to coordinate a set of
provider services.

• coordination layer– Cooperation between consumer and provider is performed through the
Cooperative Support Service (CSS) modules: Level of Control (LoC), Quality of Service
(QoS) and Flexible Change Control (FCC). Level of Control is the influencing of the progress
of work and involves transactional commands related to our coordinator function. It is used to
influence the progress of work at the provider side. However, LoC is performed by a user and
is not an automated mechanism (except for rollbacks). Quality of Service is combined with
Flexible Change Control to preserve quality of service by choosing alternative executions at
run-time. Alternative executions are also embedded in our approach, but we do not elaborate
on quality of service. Crossflow includes Proxy Gateways to communicate between
consumers and providers. This functionality is included in our mapper and coordinator.

• execution layer- Crossflow relies on WFMS technology at the execution layer. We do not
make such assumption and any technology may be used to implement the service.
Crossflow’s Internal Enactment Specification (IES) describes the mapping of a contract to the
internal implementation. This is similar to the specifications in our Wrapping data store.
Crossflow’s isolation layer is similar to our wrapper.

9.5 eFlow

9.5.1 Overview
eFlow [CS01] [CIJK+00] has been developed at Hewlett Packard to support composition of value-
added services possibly offered by different companies. eFlow offers process specification and
management, including a simple service composition language, events, exception handling, ACID
service-level transactions and security management. eFlow runs on top of an E-Services Platform
(ESP) and invokes the methods within the published E-services according to a process definition,
similar to a workflow management system. An ESP can be from different vendors and offers facilities
to register, advertise, monitor, manage and discover services.

We compare the eFlow approach with our approach by mapping an e-service to our notion of service.
The ESP is a central platform where e-services can be searched and invoked. The search place in our
approach is distributed over multiple providers. eFlow acts as a single workflow system on top of a
single ESP, whereas in our approach, each provider has an enacting execution layer and may
outsource part of its service again to other providers. Thus we support distributed workflow
management through recursive outsourcing. We also include a coordinator that influences execution
of providers to preserve reliable execution. Influencing execution in eFlow is only possible through
manual intervention and is limited to change data, rollback, terminate and reassignment of nodes to
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services. Its focus is therefore not on reliability of distributed execution, but on flexibility of service
execution.

We first discuss the HP approach with respect to our requirements and then discuss the architecture.

9.5.2 Requirements
• ensured implementation– Execution of a service can be jeopardized by the dynamic approach

of eFlow. Suitable services can be searched at run-time, but there is no guarantee that a
suitable service provider will be found. Our contract mechanism ensures that a suitable
service provider is always available.

• correct execution– eFlow ensures correct execution by the eFlow process execution engine.
Transactional regions are defined according to the Virtual Transaction Model [KS00] to
ensure failure and execution atomicity of groups of services, possibly of different providers.
Compensating actions can be specified at the service or region level. Each composite service
instance has its own local copy of case data. For transactional regions different isolation
modes may be specified to control data access by concurrent activities within the composite
service. Because of the central architecture of eFlow, correctness is governed from a central
engine and is not transitively defined over outsourcing as in our approach.

• correctness responsibility– eFlow is responsible for the correct execution of the composite
service. No correctness is defined over multiple provider services, so correctness control is
limited to each individual e-service.

• finite execution– eFlow can control the termination of execution, because it is a centrally
managed system. No specific problems arise here.

• finite outsourcing– eFlow supports two levels of service design. Therefore, outsourcing is by
definition finite.

• design autonomy– In eFlow, two levels of service specifications exist: composite service
specification and conversations. Composite service specifications are defined by a process
designer and include service nodes in which e-services can be instantiated. Within e-services,
conversations define when the methods of e-services are invoked. The design of the
composite service is unrestricted, but conversations are predefined by the provider to ensure
compatibility with the underlying system. The end-to-end specification of a service is known
up to the level of method invocation. This is different from our approach, where we leave
each provider the design autonomy of implementing services how it wants it, even if part of
the overall service is already running. In eFlow service interfaces are fixed when a service is
published, thus restricting the design of the published services, which is similar to our
approach to contracting.

• association autonomy– In eFlow no contracts exist, but a provider is included in composite
service if one of its e-services is specified in the process specification. How and whether a
certain provider is chosen depends on the specification of the composite process. If service
selection is dynamic, the input parameters or the case variables may determine which provider
is chosen. Otherwise, the designer chooses the provider by including the service in the
process. Our approach follows these approaches as well, and further constrains the service
selection on whether reliable execution can be guaranteed through the offered coordination
interfaces.

• autonomy control– Once an e-service is published, the provider has no control over the order
of execution of methods and what methods are executed by whom. This is all managed by
eFlow. In our approach, this control relation is fixed in contracts and after expiration of a
contract, a provider can regain control over its autonomy. No such mechanism exists in
eFlow.

• execution autonomy– eFlow has a service operation monitor to influence execution manually
by a user. This functionality is intended for flexibility. Rather in our approach, we include
automated support for reliability control for concurrency and recovery. It allows to change of
data values, initiate rollback and terminate a process.
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 eFlow supports functionality for dynamic outsourcing. Dynamic outsourcing is implemented
in three ways: dynamic service discovery, dynamic conversation selection and multi-service
nodes.Dynamic service discoveryis supported by the specification of generic service nodes in
the process specification. For such service nodes, an e-service is searched for that fits the
requirements.Dynamic conversation selectionsupports the matching of the e-service-internal
implementation. Two approaches can be adopted here: the internal process flow (i.e.
conversation) of an e-service is specified by the designer and thus the e-service should satisfy
this specification, or the internal process flow is left open and after the e-service is selected,
the conversation that fits the e-service is inserted in the specification. Themulti-service nodes
functionality supports multiple similar e-service invocations according to a single service
node specification. This is applicable when multiple parties are requested for offers.

 Dynamic service discovery is supported in our approach by contracting and discovery is
performed before invocation of a service. This allows us to generate a script to ensure reliable
service execution according to the service interfaces offered by the other providers.

 We support the second approach to dynamic conversation selection, i.e. fitting in the service
specification of the outsourced service at invocation time. However, in our approach the
implementation of the service does not have to be exposed to the customer and can be kept
private. Also in our approach, the e-service itself would specify the conversation and would
not be stored in a central repository. Service selection based on structure is included in our
approach by the builder that verifies the service structure to be suitable for coordination. In
addition to this, the contracting layer selects services based on their semantics. In general, we
believe the internal structure of a service should be left to the provider and should not be
enforced by a customer. eFlow adopts another approach, where the consumer manages the
execution of the service at the provider by the selected conversation. This seems unnatural to
us.

 Multi-service nodes are supported in our approach by including alternatives in the composed
process by the composer module. However, provider services are not dynamically searched
for, but rather the alternatives are included based on the available contracts. This is consistent
with our approach not to select providers during service composition.
The dynamic change feature of eFlow allows reassignment of another service to a node after
rollback of the other service. This is supported in our approach by alternative paths in our
service process specification.

• communication autonomy– Each service is managed by eFlow to the level of methods in a
service. Therefore an e-service must expose the states of each method that is included in the
service specification. In our approach a provider can decide what to communicate to its
customer and what not. Therefore we support more flexible communication autonomy.

• technological heterogeneity– eFlow supports protocol adapters for different e-commerce
protocols, e.g. OTP, OBI, RosettaNet or e-speak. The technological differences return in our
architecture at the levels: contracting, service and coordination layer. For each of these layers
adapters should be implemented to overcome the protocol differences.

• functional heterogeneity– eFlow can incorporate different conversations in its composite
service specification. However, we are not aware of a language that can describe these
interfaces such, that eFlow can deal with these different interfaces automatically. In our
approach, we will try to introduce a language, in which we can describe heterogeneous
interfaces with different levels of autonomy such that we can calculate the controllability of
the service and generate a coordination script.

• distributed setup transparency– The distribution of the approach is limited to two levels: the
composite service level and basic service level. Basic services are executed at the providers
and the composite service is managed by eFlow. Therefore the approach has no nested
structure like our approach.

• distributed enactment transparency– The service is executed by the central engine eFlow and
therefore there is no enactment transparency.
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9.5.3 Architecture
eFlow distinguishes two layers in their approach. The top level is the eFlow engine where service
composition and management is implemented. The bottom level is the ESP where the services are
executed and where services can be searched. The eFlow level can be compared with our contracting,
service and coordination layers and the ESP platform can be compared with our execution layer.
eFlow is focused on flexibility of process design and execution and therefore it is interesting to
compare with eFlow approach in this respect. eFlow distinguishes adaptive service processes and
dynamic modification of service processes. The latter form of dynamism is not supported in our
model, because our focus is on reliability rather than flexibility.
The adaptivity of service processes however, is similar to eFlow. To compare both approaches, we
distinguish three forms of adaptivity: design-time, invocation-time and run-time. Adaptivity at design
time is reflected in eFlow by the specification of generic nodes. In our approach we only support
generic nodes, as the implementation of a service is transparent to the consumer. Adaptivity at
invocation time is supported by eFlow by using input-values of the invocation to determine what
candidate services are selected. In our approach, these input values are used by the composer to make
the service selection. In addition, our approach selects services whether a combination of services is
suitable for guaranteeing reliable execution. Adaptivity at run-time is supported in eFlow by using
case-values to select services. In our approach, services are selected because alternative paths can be
taken based on case-values and hence contingency services can be executed. Hence, our approach
supports the same adaptivity as eFlow. It is even more flexible, because we do not require the process
to be defined up to the activity level right away.
A particular issue in eFlow is the difference between composite services and conversations. In our
model we do not distinguish between both and map them to service mappings. In eFlow a distinction
is necessary, because conversations include semantics of the service at each provider. We leave the
implementation fully to the provider and therefore do not have to deal with the semantics of different
implementations at the consumer level. This way, each provider is responsible for the correctness and
execution of its own services. No central repository with conversations is required. Another effect of
our approach is that a provider does not have to expose its implementation details to its customer,
whereas in eFlow this implementation is visible through the conversation. Our implementation details
can be made visible by exposing states through specification of the interfaces.

Below we compare the architecture of eFlow for each of our four layers.
• contracting layer –Our contracting layer corresponds to the design-time functionality of

eFlow, i.e. the design of a composite service. Service composition in eFlow is performed by
the designer and is represented in our model by the matcher, which may also negotiate service
functionality and interfaces. This is absent in eFlow. Service selection in eFlow is performed
by querying the ESP service repository and is implemented in our approach by querying of
the consumer services repositories at different providers. Hence, in eFlow there is a central
repository within an ESP, whereas in our approach the repositories are distributed over the
providers. Therefore we need to find the providers, but not its services, similar to the Yellow
Pages approach. In our service mappings repository, it is possible to store different
implementations for the same published service. This approach is similar to the generic nodes
in eFlow. However, in our approach generic nodes are defined as services and not as flexible
nodes within a service. We feel this is a better approach, because we do not have to introduce
different node types in our process model.
eFlow has no notion of a contract and contracting in eFlow is implicit by including an e-
service in a composite process specification. However, eFlow can not guarantee that a service
still exists at invocation time.

• composition layer– Our composition layer corresponds to the invocation-time functionality
of eFlow, i.e. the invocation of e-services given a composite service specification. The service
selection at invocation time in eFlow is implemented in our approach by the composer. Our
composer selects alternative implementations from the subscribed services store. This is
related to the service selection rule for generic nodes in eFlow, but our composer considers
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combinations of services such that a complex service can be composed at run-time from a set
of existing services.
Note that the composer consults the coordination builder to verify that the composed service
can indeed be executed in a reliable manner. This verification is absent in eFlow. Another
difference is our approach of outsourcing. eFlow only supports a two-level architecture, where
the eFlow engine coordinates the execution of the composite service and the ESP executes the
invoked e-services. In our approach, we include both roles into each provider, such that each
service enactor can submit service requests to the execution layer or to another service
provider. Our approach is therefore recursive and decentralized as opposed to the eFlow
approach.

 Our builder module produces the script that is executed by the coordinator. eFlow does not
have a script generator. This is not suitable to our approach, because we support
heterogeneous interfaces and need the coordination script to be calculated based on the
offered interfaces and the protocols available in the protocol toolbox.

• coordination layer– The coordination of a composite service is managed by the eFlow
engine. Coordination as a mechanism to ensure reliable execution over providers is absent in
eFlow. We implement a coordinator module that is able to receive events and send actions to
other service providers to influence their execution. The coordinator module can be compared
with eFlow’s execution engine and the service method execution an invocation of a
processing entity at the execution layer. Coordination of services outside an ESP is not
supported in eFlow, whereas we do support this. Because eFlow does not support recursive
outsourcing, there is no need to implement a schema mapper to offer distribution transparency
to the customer. It is therefore absent in the eFlow approach.

 We can also compare our coordinator with the service operation monitor component.
However, the service operation monitor component is not automated, is used by a user and is
intended for exception handling and not to preserve reliable execution.

• execution layer– The execution layer represents the collection of e-services of an ESP. This
is the place where the activities are implemented and executed. Both the HP approach and our
approach assume a legacy of applications that offer interfaces to invoke the activities. To
translate the events from the ESP to eFlow protocol adapters are used. This resembles the
wrapper module in our approach with the service implementations repository storing the
mapping.

9.6 CMI

9.6.1 Overview
The Collaboration Management Infrastructure (CMI) [GSCB99] is developed at MCC for supporting
collaboration of Multi-Enterprise Processes (MEP), which are combinations of Single Enterprise
Processes (SEP). The main idea behind CMI is to enable coordination of processes during their
execution, similar to our approach. To model a MEP, CMI includes the Collaboration Management
Model (CMM). CMI is specifically aimed at the following problems:

• SEP heterogeneity– Multiple SEPs may model their services differently. CMM integrates the
different process models of multiple SEPs by application specific states,

• MEP specification explosion– if multiple providers can fulfill a certain service, cooperation
between these providers may have to be specified for each combination. CMM introduces
activities and coordination primitives that allow the modeling, awareness and control of any
SEP from another enterprise as a single activity.

• SEP autonomy– privacy of SEPs should be preserved by functional abstractions from SEPs,
including Coordination of Service, Quality of Service and Awareness of Service. This
approach abstracts from implementations.
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• MEP Conversational Services– influence during execution is necessary to exchange
intermediate results and influence execution (e.g. cancel) during execution. Therefore service
activities should allow conversations.

• Multiple Service Providers– Dynamic service provider selection is required and selection
may depend on QoS, AoS and CoS interfaces offered.

To resolve the issues above, the Collaboration Management Model is supported, which consists of a
CORE Model for the basic process support and additionally:

• Coordination Model (CM), that provides primitives for coordinating participants and
automating process enactment,

• Service Model (SM), that provides service interfaces, activities, wrapper processes and
contracts,

• Awareness Model (AM), that provides monitoring and customized composition of tasks and
delivery of events.

Important in the Service Model is the possibility to define application specific activity states and
application specific operations that can coordinate a SEP. A service interface consists of a Quality of
Service (QoS), Coordination of Service (CoS) and Awareness of Service (AoS). These interfaces can
be used for dynamic service selection. For each of the models, CMI incorporates a functional module:
The CORE engine for the CORE model, the Coordination Engine for the CM, the Service Engine for
the SM and the Awareness Engine for the AM.

We have not defined our models yet, and therefore a detailed comparison with the CMI models is not
possible at this stage. Therefore, we restrict the discussion to a high-level comparison. In particular,
the Single Enterprise Process specifications map to our provider services. A Multi-Enterprise Process
(MEP) specification is a composed set of SEPs and relates to a composed service in our model. Our
concept of interface is similar to the CoS and AoS specifications. Quality of Service (QoS) is not
included in the interface, but in the service contract. However, we will not elaborate on quality of
service issues in the near future.

At the architectural level, we compare the Service Engine with our contracting and composition layer.
The Coordination Engine and Awareness Engine are mapped to the coordination layer. The CORE
engine relates to our execution layer. We compare both approaches with respect to requirements and
architecture below.

9.6.2 Requirements
• ensured implementation– CMI foresees contracts as a means to ensure that SEP

implementations are available to implement a MEP, similar to our approach.
• correct execution– CMI adopts control flow and data flow from the standard workflow

management technology. For the execution of the specification, CMI relies on workflow
management systems. CMI does not elaborate on transaction support and therefore
correctness is defined with respect to the process specification.

• correctness responsibility– Each SEP is designed independently and therefore responsibility
for correct execution is for the CORE engine of the service provider. MEP specifications
consist of these SEPs together with coordination primitives expressed in a Coordination
Model. The primitives influence the execution by synchronization of service states.
Correctness of a MEP is therefore the responsibility of the Coordination Engine, similar to
our coordinator.

• finite execution– Similar to our approach, CMI does not rely on any specific outsourcing
distribution.

• finite outsourcing– CMI does not mention finiteness of outsourcing.
• design autonomy– CMI allows the process designer to specify application specific activities

and states, whereas our approach is restricted to application independent activity states.
Application independence is better suited for automatic integration of different services,
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because we can integrate homogeneous specifications while CMI has to deal with
heterogeneous specifications. CMI’s approach however includes service semantics to the end-
user and therefore the process status is more intuitive. This is however not a priority to us.
Service semantics are handled at the contracting layer, separate from the composition layer.

• association autonomy– There are no restrictions by CMI what providers can be selected,
apart from the service interface requirements.

• autonomy control– CMI support a similar notion of a contract as we consider. A SEP can
retain its full autonomy if a contract is dissolved. In [GSCB99] no time limits are mentioned
but this should be a straightforward extension.

• execution autonomy– Execution of SEPs can be influenced according to service interface
specification (CoS). This is similar to our approach. In CMI service-specific operations are
supported, whereas in our approach influence operations are application independent. Again
we argue that the included application semantics are difficult to automate.

• communication autonomy– A provider specifies through its service interface what events are
communicated to the consumer. This is specified with the Awareness Model that models the
relevant states of the execution. Application-dependent states can be specified. In our model,
we specify activities only and the level of abstraction of the activities determines what is
visible to the consumer. The state model allows to model distinctive states for combinations
of states of different activities. Our approach is less expressive and therefore may provide less
autonomy. However, because our approach is homogeneous, it is better suited for automation.

• technological heterogeneity– CMI provides service interfaces, but does not assume any
underlying technology except that execution of service processes be managed by workflow
management systems. In our approach, we do not assume any technology and even do not
assume a workflow management system in our execution layer.

• functional heterogeneity– CMI provides an extensible activity state model and provides
semantically rich information about the state of the SEPs. Coordination is based on
dependencies between the states of SEPs. Therefore, coordination in CMI can handle
heterogeneous SEPs.

• distributed setup transparency– a MEP provides process templates, where the service
activities are not yet instantiated. This way, the provider can be selected at a later stage. A
SEP in turn may adopt the same strategy with its service template again. This next level of
outsourcing is not visible to the service consumer. Therefore the approach provides
distribution transparency with respect to service outsourcing. We provide distribution
transparency in the same way.

• distributed enactment transparency– Enactment can be distributed according to the service
setup. This is similar to our approach.

9.6.3 Architecture
CMI System Run-time Architecture consists of a client for participants, similar to a WfMS worklist
tool, and a client for designers, similar to a WfMS process design tool. The heart of the system is the
CMI Enactment System that consists of the CORE Engine that implements the primitives of the
CORE model, and the Coordination Engine, Service Engine and Awareness Engine that implement
the Coordination Model, Service Model and Awareness Model primitives.

We compare the CMI architecture by mapping the CORE, Coordination Engine and Awareness
Engine to our coordination layer and the Service Engine to our contracting and service layer.

• contracting layer– CMI supports dynamic service selection by means of a broker. Our
approach service selection is peer-to-peer and therefore more scaleable and locally applicable.
The provider services resemble a SEP specification and consumer services are the MEP
specifications. Contracts are established at invocation time of the SEP, whereas in our
approach contracts are fixed at invocation time of the MEP.

• composition layer – CMI does not support automatic service composition and the
Coordination and Awareness specifications are all manually defined. The Coordination
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specification is generated by our coordination builder. The Awareness specification is
generated by the mapping builder. The MEP would be generated by the composer.

• coordination layer– The coordination layer in our approach is responsible to ensure correct
execution of distributed services. In CMI the Coordination Engine and Awareness Engine are
responsible for the coordination of the MEP, with distributed SEPs. In this sense, the
Coordination Engine can be compared with the coordinator and the Awareness Engine be
compared with the mapper. In the mapping data store, mappings are defined between the
consumer service specification and the provider service specifications. This is comparable to
the mapping between CMI’s service interface specifications and SEP specifications. In CMI,
the mapping is implemented by a Service Activity Program, comparable to our service
mapper module. Similar to CMI, our schema mapper module uses this mapping to offer the
consumer its interfaces to the service according to the consumer service specification. The
implementation of the Service Activity Program is not elaborated in [GSCB99].

• execution layer– Our execution layer is comparable to the WfMS that is incorporated in CMI
next to the CORE Engine and executes the SEP specifications. Our approach however, does
not rely on a WfMS execution engine and requires only that the underlying execution
infrastructure executes according to service specification. This allows straightforward
implementation in a legacy environment, whereas CMI assumes a WfMS implementation.

 Our wrapper abstracts from the technology in the execution layer and provides a technology
independent interface to the coordination layer. CMI adopts a similar approach with its Basic
Service Activities. These Basic Service Activities define the lowest level of a service and
directly map onto implementing infrastructure. This similar to our approach, where the
wrapper offers a service interface to the coordination layer shielding implementation details
from the system.

 Our processing entities represent the (legacy) computing infrastructure that implement the
service according to specification. In CMI this is the combination of WfMS and supporting
applications. We do not assume a WfMS in our execution layer.

In the table below we have summarized the discussion in this section in a single matrix. The
requirements of our approach are mentioned in the left column and the support for these requirements
for each of the discussed approaches are presented briefly. Summarizing, there is no approach that
fulfills all of our requirements.
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Table 4 : Fulfillment of our requirements by related approaches

Approach
\

Requirements

ASSURE
(Our approach)

Crossflow CMI CheeTah eFlow METEOR WISE

ensured
implementation

explicit contracts Y
(explicit

contracts)

Y
(explicit

contracts)

-
(hard-coded

scripts)

-
(no contracts)

-
(no contracts)

-
(no contracts)

correctness of
execution –
process

verified
coordination

script

Y
(dynamic

compensation)

Y
(SEP

specification
and CoS for

MEP)

Y
(open nested
transactions)

Y
(VT regions)

Y
(inter-task

dependencies)

Y
(Flex

transaction
model)

correctness of
execution –
data

customized
cooperative
transaction

support

-
(activity level
only; isolated

services)

-
(not included)

Y
(service level

only)

Y
(different
isolation

levels in VT
regions)

Y
(activity level

only)

Y
(service level

only)

correctness
responsibility

shared Y
(separate)

Y
(shared)

Y
(separate)

Y
(shared)

Y
(separate)

Y
(separate)

finite execution coordination
script

verification

N/A
(separate)

-
(designer

responsibility)

N/A
(separate)

-
(designer

responsibility)

N/A
(separate)

N/A
(separate)

finite
outsourcing

service costs -
(no guarantees)

-
(no guarantees)

Y
(hard coded)

Y
(centralized

specification)

Y
(static

outsourcing)

Y
(centralized

specification)
design
autonomy –
service

implementation
independent
specification

Y
(multi-level

service
specification)

Y
(abstract SM

specifications)

Y
(no explicit

specification)

-
(limited

conversation
alternatives)

Y
(task level)

Y
(activity level)

design
autonomy –
implementation

implementation
language with

wrapping

Y
(WFMS based)

Y
(WFMS based)

Y
(call-return
interfaces)

Y
(simple
method

interfaces)

Y
(different task
state models)

Y
(TCA to

complement
functionality)

association
autonomy

selection on
service structure
and interfaces

Y
(selection on

service
interfaces)

Y
(selection on

service
structure and
interfaces)

-
(static

association)

Y
(also:

conversation
selection)

-
(static

association)

-
(static

association)

autonomy
control

contracts Y
(contracts)

Y
(contracts)

-
(dependency
on interfaces)

-
(no contracts)

-
(no contracts)

-
(centralized

specification)
execution
autonomy

coordination
interfaces

Y
(LoC interfaces)

Y
(CoS

interfaces)

-
(no

interference)

-
(method level

only)

-
(task level

only)

-
(activity level

only)
communication
autonomy

visibility
interfaces

Y
(contract service

specification
level and QoS

interfaces)

Y
(AoS

interfaces and
data flow)

-
(fully isolated)

-
(conversations
within an e-

service)

-
(isolated
tasks)

-
(isolated
activities)

technological
heterogeneity

technology
independent by

wrapping

Y
(isolation layer)

Y
(CORE
engine)

-
(hard-coded
integration)

Y
(protocol
adapters)

Y
(task

managers)

Y
(subsystem
adapters)

functional
heterogeneity

flexible
coordination

support from a
protocol toolbox

-
(WFMS model

with X-
transactions)

Y
(support for
customized

CoS and AoS)

-
(relies on open

and closed
nested

transactions)

-
(method levels

only)

Y
(different

activity state
models)

-
(TCA’s are
added to

supplement
missing

functionality)
distributed
setup
transparency

setup is isolated
beyond provider

Y
(setup is

isolated beyond
provider)

Y
(setup is
isolated
beyond

provider)

Y
(setup is
isolated
beyond

provider)

-
(centralized

specification)

-
(centralized

specification)

-
(centralized

specification)

distributed
enactment
transparency

enactment is
invisible

beyond direct
provider

Y
(enactment is

invisible
beyond direct

provider)

Y
(enactment is

invisible
beyond direct

provider)

Y
(enactment is

invisible
beyond direct

provider)

-
(enactment is
visible up to

method level)

-
(enactment is
visible up to
task level)

-
(enactment is
visible up to

activity level)


